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Cultural Competency series Lecture educates on genome encryption
spreads self-care awareness
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

________________________

To promote the well-being
of the Lawrence Community,
the first lecture in the Cultural
Competency lecture series was
“A Community of Self Care” given
by Erin Buenzli, the Director
of Wellness and Recreation, on
Thursday, Sept. 21 at 11:30 a.m.
This lecture was aimed at and
attended mostly by faculty and
staff so they could be more prepared to help students during the
upcoming school year. “We need
to work together to take care of
each other,” said Buenzli, “but first
we have to take care of ourselves.”
The goals of the lecture were
to understand what self-care is
and also learn how to help create a community of self-care on
campus. Self-care was defined as
a combination of empathy, emotional intelligence, resilience and
compassion. Buenzli stated that
this means realizing that everyone else is thinking thoughts
just as complex as your own and
also knowing what marginalized
groups are going through without
being told.
Self-care therefore also
includes caring for the community. Buenzli and audience members in the lecture helped provide resources about emotional
intelligence for students. She also
suggested being engaged in students’ lives, such as asking them

how a game or performance went.
Realizing that consciously caring
for the community is important!
Specific things that were
mentioned for helping the
Lawrence Community were to
practice thinking the best of the
people you are talking to and to
avoid making quick assumptions
about people and listening to prevent uncalled for assumptions
from being made. Making sure to
look directly at people while talking to them is important, since it
takes six seconds to emotionally
register someone.
During the lecture, several
demonstrations were led to show
how these things can help care for
the community. The first example
had audience members pair up
and try to have a conversation
with each other about their weekends three different ways.
The first time both members
of each pair told each other about
their weekends at the same time,
talking over each other. The next
time, no one was talking over the
other, but while one audience
member talked, the other ignored
the person talking by either looking at their phone or thinking
about something else. The last
time, one member listened intently while the other spoke.
The entire room noticed a
difference in how connected they
felt during each conversation,
saying that the last conversation
was much nicer and participants

See page 2

Lauter used analogies to make her lecture easier to understand.
Photo by Emma Gilshannon

Ben Hollenstein
Staff Writer

______________________

On Thursday, Sept. 21, Kristin
Lauter returned to Lawrence
to give a talk in the McDougal
Lecture series titled “How to Keep
Your Genome Secret”. She earned
her BA, Master of Science and PhD
all from the University of Chicago.
So, her return to Lawrence isn’t
as an alumna, but rather as the
daughter of Chuck Lauter, the first
Dean of Students.
Chuck Lauter attended the
talk, along with students and pro-

fessors alike. In her talk, Kristin
Lauter focused on the research
being done on genome data security by organizations such as
Microsoft Research, where she
works as the head of the cryptography group. In addition
to this impressive position, she
also served as the president of
the Association for Women in
Mathematics from Feb. 1, 2015
to Jan. 31, 2017. Lawrence has
our own chapter of this organization, encouraging and supporting
future leaders in mathematics.
The driving force behind
genome data encryption that
Lauter has been working on

recently is the iDash Genome
Privacy-Protection Challenge,
hosted by the iDash Consortium
and partially funded by the
National Institute of Health (NIH).
The competition is hotly contested by teams from organizations such as Microsoft, IBM and
Stanford/MIT.
Why put so much effort into
securing genome information?
Here’s one example Lauter gave.
“An artist took a snippet of a
genome from someone’s hair [and
was able to] recreate a statue of
that person from it.” Our genome

Zoe Adler

trying to reach as many people
as possible and invite them to
participate.
One such event, an ice cream
and smoothie social hosted by the
Diversity Center on Wednesday,
Sep. 20, was designed to both
reach out to Lawrence and the
surrounding community and to
bring people together.
“The Diversity Center wants
to ensure that the public is aware
of the existence of this safe space,
since there’s such a limited
amount of safe spaces in Appleton
in general,” Polanco explained. “It
was an opportunity to get to know
people and for people to get to
know what we offer here.”
This particular safe space can
be found in Memorial Hall across
from the Wriston Art Center. The
building is guaranteed to be open
from 9 a.m. to midnight every day,
and students are able to access a
variety of beneficial services for
people from all backgrounds.

See page 5

Diversity Center welcomes LU community
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________
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The Diversity Center is open most of the day to all students.
Photo by Allegra Taylor
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Despite every effort Lawrence
makes to build a campus where
all people can feel safe and welcomed, there are still areas where
students feel they can’t express
themselves in full, explained the
Diversity Center Social Media
Coordinator and sophomore
Brandon Polanco.
This is why the Diversity
Center exists as a safe space where
all Lawrence students regardless
of race, religion, gender, ethnicity or sexual orientation—are
encouraged to completely be
themselves.
“I think to feel unsafe is in
any sense and any degree to feel
limited from expressing who you
are or what you believe,” Polanco
said. “Here, I definitely feel much
more safe than I would in, say, the
library.”
As part of his job as social
media coordinator, Polanco publicizes Diversity Center events,
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Cultural
Diversity
Competencey Center
continued from page 1

continued from page 1

smiled more during the last conversation, showing how looking
at someone while they are talking
can change the mood of everyone
involved.
Another activity the audience
participated in was a “loving kindness meditation.” A “loving kindness meditation” involves typical
aspects of meditation such as
deep breathing and clearing one’s
mind, but also involves thinking
about being surrounded by loved
ones and sending kind thoughts to
them. This ,combined with allowing time for reflection and listening, helps cultivate resilience and
balance.
More Cultural Competency
lectures will be held throughout
the year.

Chris Vue, the Diversity
Center coordinator, oversees the
day-to-day operations of the center, but also is available as a confidant.
“We tell all students that even
if it is issues that they may not feel
comfortable asking or addressing,
they can always talk to us,” said
Vue. “It’s inclusive. It’s open to
anyone and everyone. Nobody
should be feeling like they can’t
come in here.”
Additionally, Vue works with
the student employees at the

Diversity Center, like program
coordinator and junior Rebecca
Bernheimer. Bernheimer is
involved with planning events and
bringing in guest speakers.
“Since I’ve been working
here, I’ve tried to help build up the
resources the Diversity Center can
provide for students on campus,”
Bernheimer said.
Those resources include supporting and partnering with other
campus organizations that promote diversity and inclusion, like
Alianza, the Black Student Union
and Lawrence International.
Upcoming events at the
Diversity Center can be found by
walking in and viewing the large
whiteboard or by visiting their
website at lawrence.edu/students/diversity.

LUCC Election Results
Senior Class Representatives
(2018): Anmol Gupta/Oswaldo
Gomez and Foley Van Lieshout
First-Year Class Representatives
(2021): Meghan Hunter,
Alex Yao, Marwa Adam
and Nicholas Jatta

BIG PICTURE small space
On Tuesday, Sep. 26
in the Mead Witter
room in the Warch
Campus Center,
the Committee on
Diversity Affairs
(CODA) held its first
CODA Conversation
of the year. The
topic of the twohour dialogue was
“Is Hate Speech Free
Speech?”

Like
us on
Facebook!
/Lawrentian

North Korea
On Sept. 25, Ri Yong-ho, the
North Korean foreign minister, accused Donald Trump of
declaring war on the country.
This accusation was in response
to a tweet Trump wrote which
made a snide comment about
the President of North Korea,
Kim Jong-un, in which Trump
called Jong-un “Little Rocket
Man.” Yong-Ho also asserted
that North Korea has the right
to shoot down United States
bombers even if they are not
inside the country’s airspace
borders. This statement came
days after US warplanes flew
close to North Korea’s borders
in a show of force. The United
Nations warned both parties
that “fiery talk could lead to fatal
misunderstandings.” Liu Jieyi,
the Chinese ambassador to the
United Nations, stated that the
provocative talk between the
two countries needs to “calm
down,” because it is “getting too
dangerous and it is in nobody’s
interest.” China has continued
to act as a middleman between
the two countries.

Photo by Sara Nocton

World

News

Compiled by Stephanie Meyer
Egypt
On the night of Sept. 25, Egyptian
police arrested seven people for
“promoting sexual deviancy,” a
euphemism in Egypt for acts of
homosexuality. The people were
arrested at a Mashrou’ Leila concert, a Lebanese band whose lead
singer is gay. The seven people
arrested were waving a rainbow flag in support for lesbian,
bisexual and transgender rights
in Egypt. Egypt is a very conservative Muslim country which has a
longstanding history of oppressing the LGBTQ+ community.
Specifically, gay men are frequently jailed for charges of debauchery, immorality or blasphemy. In
2001, Egypt drew criticism from
human rights groups and governments worldwide after arresting
and imprisoning 52 gay men who
were attending a nightclub cruise.

Bali
On Sept. 22, disaster officials on
the tourist island of Bali raised
the volcano’s threat status to the
highest level due to a “tremendous increase” in seismic activity.
In response, more than 35,000
people have fled to escape a
potential volcanic eruption. They
have escaped to temporary shelters outside of the predicted danger zones. The volcano is part of
the Pacific “Ring of Fire,” which
includes more than 120 active volcanoes. The volcano’s last eruption was in 1963 and killed over
1,100 people.

Israel
On Sept. 26, amidst Jewish holidays, a 37 year old Palestinian
man attacked the entrance of Har
Adar, an upscale Israeli settlement
west of Jerusalem. The man had
hid among Palestinian day laborers who were being checked by
security forces. When an officer
grew suspicious of the attacker, the man opened fire, killing
three Israeli men in their 20s
and 30s and critically injuring a
fourth. For years the relationship
between Israel and Palestine has
been tumultuous. Since 2015,
Palestinians have killed 48 Israelis,
while Israeli forces have killed
255 Palestinians. Israel maintains that most of the Palestinians
killed have been attackers or have
been involved in altercations with
Israeli forces.

Germany
On Sept. 24, Angela Merkel
won re-election as Germany’s
Chancellor. While the continuation of power may make it
seem as if Germans’ political
views have not significantly
changed, the unexpectedly
strong showing of the third
place finisher, a far-right populist party called “Alternative
for Germany,” is expected to
have lasting repercussions on
the country. Merkel’s party, the
Christian Democratic Union,
while remaining dominant in
Germany’s parliament, lost
8.6% of their previous voter
base, while the second place
finisher, the Social Democrats,
lost 5.2% of theirs. In contrast,
however, the Alternative for
Germany party’s voting base
gained 7.9 percentage points.
After the results were reported
on Sunday, protests against the
Alternative for Germany party
emerged across the country.
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Local Farmer Donates 30 Acres to Cult
Article courtesy of Kate Youdell of Respectful and Tasteful Satire (RATS)

Lawrentian Gothic
“Longing for
Mac and Cheese”

Claire Zimmerman

Variety Editor
_____________________

Your stomach rumbles for
the satisfaction of a box of freshly
processed mac and cheese. You
look in the corner store and marvel at the prices. It is charged by
the noodle. You would do the math
to understand how many noodles
there are, but you are too tired.
The only maps can be found
in Blue Moon Emporium segmented into small buttons. You desperately try to piece them together,
but you soon discover it is not
possible. You want to buy those
buttons. You want to buy the truth.
But instead, you buy a button with
a hedgehog on it. The truth can
wait for another day.
You walk down College Avenue. You try to take a side street.
Upon reaching the end of the
street you realize you are once
again on College Avenue. You cannot escape the culture of Appleton. Do not resist. Enjoy.
Many have talked about the
prospect of the local bus for an
afternoon escape, but there have
also been warnings. Do not get
on the bus. Do not get on the bus
unless you are willing to become
one with the nineties. The seats
with colorful, geometric patterns
can sense fear. They prey upon the

hipsters. Have you taken a polaroid picture recently? How thick
are the rims on your glasses? Are
you safe? You decide not to risk it.
You go to Plantz to take the
shuttle. 6:30 PM they say. At the
aforementioned time, the lot fills
with shuttles. Which one is it? No
one knows. At 6:32 PM, they have
all departed and you have missed
your chance.
All you wanted was some
reasonably priced mac and cheese
from Target.
Desperate for your pasta, you
go to the corner store and you
are tempted to buy $1,000 worth
of mac and cheese. The crate is
as big as your bed. If basements
can be filled with sand, why can’t
your dorm be filled with mac and
cheese? What is adulthood without the power to buy excessive
amounts of cheese and pasta? You
eye the crate and wonder how you
would get it into your dorm. Nothing seems too insane anymore.
You are desperate.
The lady at the counter
watches you with dead eyes. She
has seen this all before. She has
seen all.
With incredible willpower,
you give up and buy only one box
of mac and cheese. It all comes
back to this. It always does. Enjoy
the individually priced noodles.

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

A local farmer in the northern
Wisconsin area recently donated
30 acres of land to a local cult.
However, ‘donated’ doesn’t seem
to be the most accurate phrase.
“I don’t quite remember how
it happened,” said Robert Johnson,
dairy farmer. “They just appeared
one day, and the next thing I knew,
they were setting up their tents
500 yards from the house.”
The cult in question, referring to themselves as “Demeter’s
Children of the Wheat,” had nothing to say, aside from things like:
“join us;” “the Divine Harvest
is almost upon us;” and “please
help” (this member was immediately dragged away and shut into
the barn for a “time out.”)
Farmer Johnson told reporters that he hadn’t had any trouble
with the cult thus far. “They’re
not very loud, but every once in
awhile, I’ll hear a strange sort of

screaming, usually whenever they
go into the barn for “re-education” time,” he said. “Nice people,
for the most part. They bring me
a loaf of bread and some raw
meat every morning. I’m not sure
where they’re getting the meat,
though.”
The cult leader, referring to
herself as “Mama Oatmeal,” said
that they hoped to bring Farmer
Johnson into the fold before the
end of the month. “The Divine
Harvest is upon us!” She kept
shrieking into the reporters’ faces.
“We must prepare! The Great
Mother shall come and reap the
souls of the blasphemous! The
gluten-free shall be struck down!
Hail Demeter!”
When reporters asked to see
the barn, Mama Oatmeal and her
associates refused to let them in.
“It is a place of peaceful
reflection and repentance,” anoth-

er member, Biscuit, and his sister,
Baguette, said in perfect unison
without managing to blink for the
entire duration of the ten-minute
interview. “The Barn is sacred.
Outsiders are unworthy.”
Some reporters have failed
to return from the dairy farm, and
the ones that have are claiming
they have had their worldviews
changed.
“The Divine Harvest is coming,” one reporter said this morning. “We must prepare. Demeter
will rise again.”
He then commandeered a
corporate van and took several
other reporters with him, all of
them chanting, “Demeter will rise
again!”
At this time, there has been
no more correspondence from
Farmer Johnson or the cult.
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Both men and women’s soccer looking for first conference win

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The Lawrence University
men’s and women’s soccer teams
took the long trip down to Illinois
this past weekend to start their
conference schedule. On Saturday,
Sept. 23, they faced off against the
Knox Prairie Fire while Sunday,
Sept. 24’s foe was the Illinois
College Blue Boys and Lady Blues.
The action kicked off with
the women’s team taking on Knox
(3-4-0, 0-0-0 MWC). It did not
take the Prairie Fire long to strike
first as they took a 1-0 lead over
the Lady Vikes in the 14th minute
of action. They added two more
goals in the first half, expanding
their lead to 3-0, in the 27th and

40th minutes of play. In the second half, Knox really poured it
on scoring seven goals, including
two in the 49th minute and one
each in the 60th, 73rd, 83rd, 84th,
and 90th minute. Knox won the
game 10-0. Lawrence only took
three shots in the entire game.
Freshman goalie Katlyn Seiffert
made 13 saves in goal during the
game.
On the men’s side, Knox (5-22, 0-0-0 MWC) proved to be too
much for the Vikings to handle.
The scoring started quickly as
both teams score within the first
minute of play. Knox struck first,
but Lawrence evened the score
at one on an unassisted goal by
freshman Nicholas Jatta. Knox
then took control of the match

scoring six unanswered goals in
the 9th, 15th, 32nd, 64th, 67th,
and 75th minutes. The Prairie
Fire won the game 7-1. Lawrence
only got of five shots the entire
game. Freshman and goalie Julien
Riviere made nine saves in the
loss.
The next, the action once
again started with the women,
this time taking on Illinois College
(1-8-0, 0-1-0 MWC). The only
scoring in the first half occurred
in the 22nd minute as Illinois
College found the back of the net
to take a 1-0 lead. In the second
half, they stretched their lead to
3-0 on goals in the 47th and 55th
minutes. The Lady Vikes responded to cut the lead to 3-1 when
senior Ryan Berkley scored in the

58th minute. However, it would
not be enough as Lawrence lost
by a score of 3-1. Lawrence took
12 shots in the match and Seiffert
made six saves for the Lady Vikes
in goal.
The last game of the weekend
put the men up against Illinois
College (4-5-0, 0-1-0 MWC). The
Blue Boys started the game off
strong striking first in the fourth
minute of play. The rest of the
first half would remain scoreless.
In the second half, Illinois College
once again struck first finding the
back of the net in the 66th minute
to make the score 2-0. Lawrence
cut the lead to 2-1 when Senior
Lewis Berger scored on a penalty
kick in the 80th minute. That was
the end of the scoring and the

Vikings went on to lose by a score
of 2-1. Lawrence only took one
shot in the entire game. Riviere
made seven saves in goal.
With the two losses, the
women’s team dropped to 1-6-0
on the season and 0-2-0 in the
conference and the men’s team
dropped to 1-7-0 on the season
and 0-2-0 in the conference. The
women are back in action next as
they travel to Carroll University
on Wednesday, Sept. 27 for a 7
pm game. Both teams will look
for their first conference wins on
Sunday, Oct. 1 as they travel to
Lake Forest for a double-header.
The women play first at 1pm followed by the men at 3:30 pm.

neutral court.
Junior Arianna Neumeyer led
the Vikings with 11 kills, paired
with a team high 20 digs and
seven blocks. Neumeyer wasn’t
alone in trying to match Carroll’s
pace on the court. Senior Arianna
Cohen along with freshman Alyssa
Peterson had nine and eight kills
respectively.
The Vikings started out
strong two straight kills from
Cohen, one set up by senior Sydney
Nelson along with an attack error
on the next point end set one.
Carroll proceeded to win the next
two sets. Lawrence rallied in the
fourth to take a commanding lead-

ing before a kill from Neumeyer
end the set.
During the fifth set Lawrence
never saw the lead. Carroll rocketed to a 3-0 lead while the Vikings
were clawing back in. After each
deficit was overcome Carroll
would take control again until it
became 13-10 Carroll.
Once again, the Vikings
would need to claw themselves
back, and again Neumeyer provided them with hope. Two timely kills brought the game to one
13-12. However, a quick kill along
with a bad set ended Lawrence’s
chances at a comeback.
Junior Katie Kumbalek said

about the defeat, “We really came
together as a team and worked
hard, however I think we can
improve on our all-around consistency for our matches this week.”

The volleyball team will play
on Sept. 27 and again on Saturday,
Sept. 30, both at home.

Volleyball narrowly defeated by Carroll University
Shane Farrell
Co-Sports Editor

_____________________________________

On Thursday, Sept. 21, the
volleyball team had a home match
against non-conference Carroll
University. If you weren’t at this
game, know it was a nail biter
-- each set (excluding the second)
was decided by four points or
fewer. Carroll won three sets to
two with the final box score being:
24-26, 25-19, 25-23, 21-25, 15-12.
With this loss, the Vikings are
5-11 on the season with zero conference games played yet. They
are 1-1 while playing at home, 1-2
playing away and 3-8 playing on a

Freshman Alyssa Peterson and Senior Colleen Nowlan blocking.
Photo by Emei Thompson

Junior Arianna Neumeyer jumps up for the kill.
Photo by Emei Thompson

The women’s tennis team fall to Marian University

Teddy Kortenhof
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The Vikings tennis team has
had a busy week, taking to the
courts three times in four days.
While the Vikings did not face any
conference opponents, the matches still help set the tone for the
Viking’s season moving forwards.
On Thursday, September
21st, Marian University traveled
to Appleton to face the Vikings on
the Lawrence courts. Lawrence
had a strong showing in the
doubles competition, building a
2-1 lead to start the day. Lindsay
Holsen and Katie Nottberg won
the No. 1 doubles with a score of
8-3. El Goblirsch and Tillie Teske
won the No. 3 doubles match by a
score of 8-6.
After the strong start in the
doubles, Lawrence faltered in
the singles matchups. Apart from
Holsen’s win at no. 1 singles, the
Vikings went without victories in

the second part of competition.
Overall, Marian won the day with
a score of 6-3.
On Sunday, September 24, the
Vikings faced UW Stevens Point
and MSOE. This double header
was played in Stevens Point.
Against the Stevens Point
Pointers, the Vikings struggled
to make headway. The pointers
swept the doubles competition.
Not to be shut out, Holsen and
Goblirsch claimed victories at no.
1 and no. 3 singles, respectively.
Overall, the Pointers claimed a
7-2 victory.
The Vikings fared better
against MSOE. MSOE came into
the match undefeated, but were
ultimately not able to resist the
Lawrence Vikings. In doubles play,
Holsen and Nottberg were victorious at the No. 1 spot, while
Goblirsch and Teske found victory
at No. 3. The same four Vikings
put up Lawrence’s wins in singles
play. Holsen won the No. 1 sin-

gles, Nottberg the No. 2, Goblirsch
the No. 3 and Teske the No. 4.
Together, this came to a 6-3 total
to break MSOE’s win streak.
The Vikings have been kept
busy, facing opponents from all
over Wisconsin in the span of a
few short days. However, there
truly is no rest for the weary. The
Lady Vikes next take the court
against UW Oshkosh at home on
September 26. On Oct. 8, Lawrence
will be on the road, favoring both
Grinnell and Cornell. On Oct. 14
and 15, the Vikings will compete
in the conference championships.
With the season beginning to
wind down, get out to see the
Vikings play before their season
ends!

Seniors Lindsay Holsen and Alexis Nottberg playing doubles.
Photo by Victor Nguyen
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Athlete of the Week
by Sarah Grubbe

Arianna Neumeyer
Sarah Grubbe: LU has never beaten St. Norbert—how are you feeling
in the days leading up to the game?

STANDINGS

Arianna Neumeyer: St. Norbert is predicted to take second at conference and LU for third, but if we win this game, we have a good shot
at turning the tables and taking it all. We’re prepared for this game.
We’ve played and beaten teams that are ranked far above us and
we’re in it for each other—we want to see numbers up there and win
the championship for our coach and our seniors. Sometimes I find
myself more exhausted at cheering on my team after winning a point
than actually playing!
SG: What about this coming game is special to your team this year?

AN: Our team has a large senior class this year and we’ve never been
able to beat St. Norbert. This is the game that will propel us to a shot
at the championship. Our record this season predicts that we have
the ability to beat teams in our league as we went head to head with
teams in more advanced divisions at our tournament in Texas.
SG: What are you most proud of in your personal history this season?

AN: I’m proud to say that I’ve made the All Tournament team each
tournament and I feel that I lead by example for the younger team
members by challenging myself to play at my peak no matter what.
SG: Will stepping onto the home court help to set this game apart?

AN: The fans coming to support the team makes a big difference in
how we play. When the crowd is being loud we have to be even louder
so that we can hear each other and that just amps everything up—a
loud gym gives us a huge advantage over the other team and it fires
us up.
SG: Speaking of fans, someone held a sign at the last game saying that
#17 eats raw potatoes. Care to comment?

AN: My friends capitalized on the fact that I used to sneak raw potatoes from my father as a kid when he was cooking and I’ve been eat-

Cross Country

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This last weekend had temperatures blazing in the mid to
upper nineties, but our crosscountry team still traveled to
the Saukie golf course for the
Brissman-Lundeen Invitational.
Due to the extreme heat the distance runs were shortened a
bit, but in that weather it wasn’t
any easier. And yet, the Vikings
still managed to come away with
amazing wins!
For the women, junior Hannah
Kinzer won seventh place in the
5,000 meter with a great time of
19:36.7, close behind Benedictine
University’s Emma Roberts who
won in 18:51.3. Senior Margaret
Huck took 40th in 20:34.3, senior
Erin Schrobilgen came in a close
50th in 20:53.6, and freshman
Alex Chand and junior Molly
Doruska finished up this terrific
run with times of 21:41.6 for 82nd
place and 22:07.5 for 95th place.
Overall the women did very
well, taking ninth place with 274
points, while UW-Stevens Point
took the title with 76 points, out
of the 17 teams.
The men also proved to be
fierce competition with their star
runner and junior Josh Janusiak
winning his second individual
title of the season! He won his
last title at the Ken Weidt Classic

at Concordia University. Janusiak
covered the four mile course in
20:19.3, pulling in over a five second gap on Shane Witters Hicks of
Principia College.
Sophomore Joe Kortenhof
came in 23rd with 21:11.0, and
Ben Schaefer got 72nd in 22:10.7.
Freshman Cullen Allard was close
behind at 79th with a time of
22:16.8, and freshman Ty Heuer
came in at 103rd in 24:01.5.
The men came away in 12th
place at 278 points, and Olivet
Nazarene University took the
title with 95 points out of the 16
teams there. Janusiak said of the
meet, “The cross country meet
this past Friday went surprisingly
well for Lawrence, especially since
the races were run in 93 degree
heat. There were impressive performances across the board, and
the rest of the season looks promising!”
Make sure to come see some
more impressive performances
from the cross-country team coming up on Oct. 7 here in Appleton
at the Gene Davis Invitational.

FOOTBALL
MWC
OVR
North
Macalester
0-0
2-1
Lawrence
0-0
1-2
St. Norbert
0-0
1-2
U Chicago
0-0
1-2
Beloit
0-0
0-3
Ripon
0-0
0-3
South
Knox
0-0
3-0
Lake Forest
0-0
3-0
Cornell
0-0
2-1
Monmouth
0-0
2-1
Grinnell
0-0
1-2
Illinois
0-0
0-3
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox
2-0
5-4
St. Norbert
2-0
5-4
Grinnell
2-0
4-4
Ripon
1-1
7-2
Monmouth
1-1
6-4
Lake Foresr
1-1
3-7
Illinois
1-1
3-8
Beloit
0-2
3-6
Lawrence
0-2
1-6
Cornell
0-2
1-9
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox
2-0
7-2-2
Lake Forest
2-0
5-3-1
St Norbert
2-0
5-3-1
Illinois
1-1
5-5
Cornell
1-1
3-5
Grinnell
1-1
3-6-1
Monmouth
1-1
2-7
Beloit
0-2
3-6
Ripon
0-2
2-7-1
Lawrence
0-2
1-7
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Cornell
1-0
13-5
Illinois
1-0
6-9
St. Norbert
1-0
4-12
Lake Forest
0-0
7-9
Beloit
0-0
5-9
Monmouth
0-0
5-11
Ripon
0-0
5-12
Grinnell
0-1
10-4
Knox
0-1
9-9
Lawrence
0-1
5-12
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell
5-0
7-1
St Norbert
5-1
7-3
Lake Forest
5-1
9-1
Cornell
4-1
5-4
Knox
4-3
5-7
Lawrence
4-3
6-9
Monmouth
2-5
3-11
Illinois
1-6
4-8
Ripon
1-6
3-12
Beloit
0-6
0-12
TEAM

Photo by Sarah Grubbe

ing them ever since—everyone has their weird foods! I got a lot of
questions during the time outs of that game—people wanted to know
how I preferred to eat my raw potatoes (sliced with salt).

Genome
Encryption

continued from page 1

contains all of our genetic information, giving anyone with access
to it the entirety of our genetic
code. People “can deduce lots of
very personal health information
from genomes,” said Lauter.
Genome data could even be
the “currency of the future,” as
an extension of the current trend
of selling personal information to
be exploited for market purposes.
Unprotected genome data could
also lead to genetic disease disclosure and subsequent genetic
discrimination.
Genome data privacy is an
important issue. Lauter explained
the challenge that she and her
team have been working on as
this: “how can one share genomic
data in a way that preserves the
privacy of the data donors without undermining the utility of the
data? How can they perform large
scale, privacy preserving analysis
on genomic data in an untrusted
cloud environment or across multiple users?”
Lauter and her team have
been focusing on homomorphic
encryption. She explained it in
four steps. “Put your gold in a
locked box. Keep the key. Let the
jeweler work on it through a glove
box. Unlock the box when the jeweler is done.” In this way, the gold

or data is worked and shared, yet
the integrity of the resource is
preserved.
More realistically, “homomorphic means to preserve the
structure or identity” and homomorphic encryption is where
the data is encrypted before it’s
manipulated. It makes the order
of encrypting and calculating the
data irrelevant, allowing whatever
order best preserves the privacy
of the data.
The homomorphic encryption Lauter and her team are
working on “use hard lattice problems as the basis for the encryption”. These are very secure, but
have only been around for about
20 years. They “need to have people working on the problems, and
need to have time to learn how to
crack them,” she explained. She
specializes in number theory and
algebraic geometry and works as
the head of the team.
She ended the talk with
three demos of accessing, calculating and returning genomic
information from cloud storage.
Even with over a whole second
of communication delay time to
Israel and back, the prediction of
the flowering time of a flower
based on genomic data took only
2.887 seconds to complete. A linear function is generated, the data
in encrypted and sent to cloud,
where a prediction is generated
and sent back, then is decrypted
locally. All in 2.887 seconds.

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Sept. 27, 2017
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Sell Us Your Major: English
Katie Mueller

Staff Writer
______________________________

This column is devoted to sharing student and faculty input on the various majors
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight
areas of study that are not well known and to
provide undecided students an inside look at
things they may want to study.
The stories we read and are surrounded by from a young age have the power to
impact how we view ourselves and how we
view others. As we grow older, the stories
we have always known can be given more
value when we put in the time to look closer
at the complexity of why we love the stories
we do, why they shape us the way they do
and how we can tell our own meaningful
stories. Here at Lawrence University, this
long process is being fleshed out and celebrated in our very own English Department.
At Lawrence, students studying
English are encouraged to take what they
gain from the very beginning of their studies and apply those gains not only to what
they read, but to whatever culture, media or
form of expression they are learning about
or experiencing. It is an area of study where
creativity is celebrated and appreciated, but
also a space for students to fine tune the
technique and strengths of their creative
muscles.
English is an area of study that deals
specifically with human stories and human
experiences. At Lawrence, there are a wide
variety of options and classes to take for
students to learn about stories that are dif-

ferent from their own and different from the
stories they’ve grown up with. Sophomore
English major Max Craig spoke to this as he
stated, “I think what really makes me like
a book is if there’s something about it that
allows me to empathize with new people.
Books that allow for me to do that shape my
own perspectives.”
Students are encouraged to draw connections from certain texts and to their
own experiences. For Craig, one of the
most memorable commonalities he drew
between multiple works took place in his
studies last year. Not in an English class per
say, but in everyone’s favorite Freshmen
Studies. Craig spoke to the impact of the connections he made as he stated, “Something
I gained from a lot of the books we read in
Freshmen Studies last year was really an
idea of how to be happy in life. And from
a lot of them, I felt like that happiness had
to do with balance. Like in Plato, there are
multiple parts of the mind and all of them
have to be balanced in order for the mind
to function on a whole. Finding balance is
actually something I still think about a lot
because of those books.”
This desire to connect texts to each
other and to personal experience is indicative of the ideals of a liberal arts education.
Senior English vajor Harrison Barber spoke
to this as he stated, “Each text helps you
understand more about yourself and the
world around you, while also making you
more fluent in whatever topic it concerns.
This is part of the essence of a well-rounded
liberal arts education. It also forces you
to critically think about what you think
and what the author intended. I believe
this idea is also at the core of a liberal arts
education.”

This process of gaining personal
understanding and identity from literature
has the potential to grant focus and clarity to students studying English. Barber
alluded to this idea as he stated, “English
readings have always been very humanizing for me. I gain perspective about myself
and the world around me. This has always
been the most significant aspect of studying
English literature at Lawrence University. It
helps remind me of who I am as a person
and it teaches how to be an understanding
person in general.”
The study of English can seem broad
and interpretive from person to person
or from course to course. It is, at its core,
always centered on the power and intention
of the words we use to tell stories and to
connect. It is a tool of communication. Craig
sees this power to communicate as a worthwhile one as he stated, “I think there are a
lot of problems in the world that are based
around miscommunication. And if studying
English helps me better communicate, then
I think that is valuable in terms of helping
others.”
Not only does Craig view his studies in
English as an opportunity to improve and
build upon his own communication skills,
but he is also intrigued by the flexibility his
major provides him in order to pursue a
wide variety of careers that are all collaboratively creative. One career he specifically
threw around was writing comedy. On this
note Craig stated, “I like the idea of being
able to sit with a bunch of other writers and
throw around our ideas and jokes. Even if
none of them are even any good to begin
with. But then through talking with everyone’s ideas, getting a story that is good and
that actually means something.”

English is a complex area of study
that focuses both on connecting and finding empathy within stories that stem from
different roots and understanding how to
communicate those stories as a writer. Both
these facets share one common trait of
being centered on understanding and valuing the lives of others. Craig has identified
with this understanding and value from a
young age as he stated, “When I was younger, I was always drawing characters and
people. I only ever drew people. I played
with a lot of action figures too. I liked the
characters. I guess I’ve always really been
interested in people and their stories.”
“My mom was an English teacher and
so I grew up talking about literature and
stories in books, movies and television
shows,” Barber stated on how he interacted with stories from a young age. “And
it has always connected with me more than
any other subject. As I went through high
school and college the texts and discussions
became more and more interesting and
stimulating.”
No matter where our identities lie, we
all use words to define those identities, to
remember those identities and to explain
those identities to others in the hopes of
them being able to identify to a part of
whatever we spoke of to be valuable. At
Lawrence, studying English is an opportunity for students to gain the confidence
and fluidity to use words define their own
identity, and to be active and engaged in
understanding the complexities in how others define their own as well.

Andrew Commons takes on annual “Eat Locally” Challenge

David Baldwin

For The Lawrentian
_________________________________________

Lawrentians, like most people, love
food. It shows in the vast number of people
who show up at Andrew Commons every
day, attend club meetings any time there is
free food advertised or take advantage of
the weekly Farmers’ Market down College
Ave. Lawrentians also love sustainability.
This is evident in the number of environmentally minded organizations on campus
and even the Warch Campus Center itself,
which boasts a U.S. Green Building Council
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Silver certification. However,
what do Lawrentians love more than food
and sustainability? Those two things combined. Food sustainability is a major part
of the Lawrence campus, as was showcased
in an event last Tuesday from Bon Appetit,
Lawrence’s catering company.
During the lunch hour event, Bon
Appetit presented locally sourced foods in
the form of a custom salad station. Among
the available ingredients were croutons
made from locally sourced flour, cucumbers and tomatoes from the Sustainable
Lawrence University Garden (SLUG) and
garlic, onions and greens from the Appleton
Farmers’ Market. The local food doesn’t
stop there. According to Andrew Commons
Executive Chef Mark Biesack, “It’s really
easy for us to get all of our milk, all of our
yogurt, all of our ice cream locally. We also
get all of our coffee and turkey locally, and
all of our burgers that you see down here in
Kaplan’s [Café and Coffee Shop] are from a
place just south of Madison.”
Many question what qualifies as ‘locally-sourced food.’ Biesack explained Bon
Appetit’s responsibility and initiative to
provide local food: “It’s actually something
that we’ve been doing for a long time. We’re
mandated, not just today, but always, to
purchase at least 20 percent of the food
locally, which means within 150 miles of
this account.”
That relatively short distance can provide some challenges, Biesack said, especially in winter. “We have a harder time

Andrew Commons takes the initiative to provide a 100% locally sourced lunch featuring local meat, coffee and produce at their annual event.
Photo by David Baldwin

getting pineapple or lemons or limes or
some seafood.” Then there are the cost
issues, with local food frequently costing
more than the same type of produce from
a factory farm in a faraway land. This is due
to various other issues, ranging from crop
subsidies and oil prices to worker benefits,
or lack thereof. Local food from small farms
usually costs at least a little bit more than
the supermarket variety. However, according to Biesack, that small increase in price
is worth it. “The quality of the product is
almost always better,” he said. “It’s almost
always more expensive, but it’s the right
thing to do.” There are benefits to the community when institutions and individuals
buy local foods. For one thing, that money

goes back into the local economy. It also
allows local farmers to continue growing?
because they have a reliable customer to
buy their products in a large quantity.
In addition to buying from local farms,
Bon Appetit also collaborates with SLUG,
which provides many of the foods that Bon
Appetit serves regularly, including tomatoes, squash and cucumbers. According to
senior Jenny Hanrahan, the garden manager for SLUG, there are numerous advantages
to eating local. “You get to enjoy what you're
eating with full trust in exactly where it
came from, who grew and raised it and how
it was grown,” she said. She also explained
that SLUG’s relationship with Bon Appetit
gives the students who work there “the

joy of knowing that part of their meal was
grown just across the street.”
This initiative to eat locally-sourced
food is an incredible way for Lawrence to
give back to its community and promote
healthier living for all that eat in Andrew
Commons or the café. There is a high level
of comfort when a person can sit down with
a plate full of food and not contemplate the
source and type of processing that food had
to go through to get there. To encourage the
commerce of the community, try stopping
by the Farmers’ Market on Saturday mornings and buying fresh produce, or reach out
a helping hand to SLUG.
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Daniel Martin
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

________________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and
their interests both within, and outside of
Lawrence.
Lawrence University is a school that
is no stranger to busy schedules and the
community dabbling in many subjects. This
hidden figure exemplifies the Jack-of-AllTrades archetype. Daniel Martin ‘07 is
currently the Laboratory Supervisor for
the Chemistry Department, as well as the
Assistant Swimming & Diving Coach. Martin
shared what he has been doing during his
time at Lawrence as an alumnus.
Martin started his work at Lawrence
as a student his freshman year, and graduated in 2007 with a B.A. in chemistry. As
a student, Martin thought about majoring
in physics and also gained exposure to
anthropology and biomedical ethics. He
still believes that ‘The Lawrence Difference’
is being exposed to different opportunities, ideas and thoughts at multiple levels.
“I have been here for a long time, but it
has not all been the same thing,” joked
Martin.
Working in the Chemistry Department
was not Martin’s first job. In fact, after he
graduated, Martin worked in the Campus
Life Office for one year. At the time, he filled

Tashi Haig

a temporary position to help with assisting
in trip registration, pre-trip planning and
renting vans. As treasurer for the rowing
team, Martin had learned accounting and
finance budgeting prior to his Campus Life
job. He then met Andrew Fleek, the current

Chemistry Lab Supervisor and Assistant Swimming & Diving Coach Daniel Martin with equipment he helps
manage.
Photo by Larissa Davis

head swim coach and told him since he had
been on the swim team as a student, he
would be able to coach for the swim team
at the same time his temporary job was
ending. Martin then became assistant to
the swim team for nine seasons and is now
starting his tenth.
As the assistant of the swimming and

eye on the timing system and handling the
medical kit to help with emergencies when
needed.
Martin has been working in the chemistry lab for the past five years. His duties
entail ordering chemicals and supplies, setting up for the labs, having solutions prepared, turning on gases on nitrogen lines,

were able to say ‘Wow, this is doable, this
isn’t us fighting [the Conservatory] or us
versus them. We just have to start utilizing the resources that we have.’” Seeing
that the Cloak Theater was hardly in use
on weekends, Torres and Granner decided
that this was the opportunity to make the
club a reality by hosting meetings there.
The result is a group of engaged students
who gather to plan future open mics, readings and other events which invites the
Lawrence community to participate in theater together.
While LIT originated from discussions
on the lack of People of Color (POC) casting in theatre, Torres emphasized that LIT
is meant for everyone. “It’s not just about
diversity in terms of race,” she explained.
“It’s about diversity in terms of the types
of people we represent, so we’ll include the
LGBTQ+ community, POC, invisible identities and other groups you don’t just think
of off the bat.” Granner expressed a similar
sentiment, saying “Theatre is communitydriven work, and we want our work in
theater to be for the Lawrence community
at large, not any kind of bubble of people or
just select people.” Networking with a wide
variety of organizations to help achieve this
inclusivity was clearly an important aspect
of the LIT meeting, as several participants
offered to contact other clubs and groups
about potential collaborations.
Torres reassured anyone interested in
the organization who may not feel that they
are cut out for acting that “there are different levels of theatre, you don’t have to come
onstage to just act, there’s plenty of other
things that are available to people. The way
we want to shape our organization is that
you don’t need experience to be a part of
theatre, you just have to be willing to be
there.” Torres and Granner agreed emphatically on the importance of having people of
all varieties from the community join in this
effort: “We need you. We need you to make
this happen. We need people to support us.”
The nature of a club such as Lawrence
Inclusive Theatre is beneficial on many
fronts. While LIT intends to bring awareness to the issues of the lack of diversity in
theatre, it also serves simply as a place of
community spirit for anyone interested in
some aspect of theatre arts. LIT encourages

people to attend future events and join the
organization to continue this work, but its
main purpose is to benefit its members by
creating a safe and open space for exploring
theatre. Granner concluded her thoughts
on Lawrence Inclusive Theatre’s mission
by stating, “We also want to support you,
we want to offer you resources to do the
kind of work that you want to do and to

LIT brings inclusive
theatre to Lawrence

For The Lawrentian

________________________________________________

As students settled into the cushy, red
chairs of Cloak Theater, sophomores Caro
Granner and Samantha Torres began Fall
Term planning meetings for their new club,
Lawrence Inclusive Theatre (LIT). Over
the course of an hour, these two co-presidents and the rest of the group exuded
eagerness as they covered a wide range
of topics regarding the club’s future plans.
Co-presidents and club members alike
shared ideas back and forth about activities that the club hopes to host over Fall
Term to draw both theater and non-theater
community members together, and to form
committees within the club to better run
and publicize the new organization.
From the start of the meeting, it was
clear that this group was excited to work
with fellow Lawrentians to create a friendly
and, as their name emphasizes, inclusive
theatre-making experience for anyone
interested, regardless of experience. “The
more community that we have here, the
stronger we’ll be,” Granner reminded everyone as the club wrapped up their meeting.
All present had contributed to the discussion, many with ideas for outreach to other
Lawrence clubs and organizations that
might wish to co-host events or participate
in some way with LIT.
LIT is new to campus this year.
However, Torres explained that it had
been an idea in the making for some time
already. The conversation began as a casual
group chat the previous term between several people about issues regarding a lack
of diversity in theatre. An interest in bringing attention to these issues, while also
allowing everyone to have access to the
fun of theatre was quickly established, and
ideas for a real organization began to form.
Though the club has not yet had the chance
to be approved by the Lawrence University
Community Council (LUCC), LIT is a
branch of Performers Enhancing Diversity
at Lawrence (PEDAL) and is already well
established. Speaking on the formation of
the club, Torres mentioned the support of
many professors who helped to make the
birth of LIT a reality. “They were all willing
to work with us, and because of that we

diving team, Martin is dubbed “The Team
Mom,” as he supervises on-deck practices,
running workouts, timing the swimmers
when they need to be on certain intervals,
helping with submitting entries for meets,
instructing student workers on keeping an

supplying liquid nitrogen for the Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR), providing
gloves and safety goggles and coordinating
with professors if they are working with
a strong acid or dry ice. He believes it is
important that the lab equipment is prepared and safe for student use.
When he is not working, Martin is
occupied with three nieces and a nephew.
He also enjoys bike rides around the area
that are over 20 miles long. The longest
distance he biked was 45 miles to his sister’s house. After a long day of work, Martin
prefers relaxing on his porch.
Additionally, Martin likes taking vacations. Last year he took a train from Chicago
to Colorado. He thought it would be better
than a road trip. He grew up in Texas, and
as a student he and his family would drive
north to Wisconsin. He thought it was boring to drive by all of these rural areas just
to arrive to an exciting destination. Martin
has driven to North Carolina where he
white water-rafted. Another time, he drove
to Oklahoma, ‘couch surfed’ and met a local
who showed him around Wichita, Kan.
Martin is inspired by people who help
for the sake of helping out like volunteers
for the Fox Cities Marathon or the Soul
Burner 5K in the spring. They show up rain
or shine with a positive attitude and willingness to lend a hand.
This description sounds very similar
to Martin himself, who is always willing to
lend a helping hand. This quality and many
more make him an excellent Hidden Figure
and long time member of the Lawrence
community.

really bring as many people into our efforts
as theatre makers as possible, because the
more the merrier!”
Anyone interested in joining LIT should
contact Caro Granner and Samantha Torres,
or attend one of their regular meetings
in the Cloak Theater in the Music-Theatre
Building next to the Chapel.
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Photo Feature
Cloth’s “settle, repose”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

The debut album from Cloth,
an acoustic-electric duo of ’17
Lawrence alumni, beautifully
accompanies the transition from
summer to the start of the school
year. At its core, Cloth is a simple project. Their music is built
around and on top of field recordings from oboist Sarah Clewett’s
time abroad in London -- recordings of walks, nature, subways or
whatever sound or soundscape
struck a chord with her. With
these recordings, producer/saxophonist/guitarist Jason Koth creates electronic worlds of sound
for the acoustic to interact with,
relishing in the liminality between
the unplanned and the composed.
Clewett and Koth then improvise
over these soundscapes, all the
while perfectly blending into the
brush strokes already set, creating atmospheres outside of song
-- sonic moments that can only be
experienced right from the source.
Time seems to slow until it
is almost stationary when I put
on this album. It is not that it is
completely made of long sustains
washed in reverb, but rather that
each sound that swells from the
speakers is sweet and moving. My
ears gather all these sounds in a
patient way, as they are laid out
patiently and I can simply bask in
the tranquility that comes from
taking one’s time and using a variety of sounds to produce similar
effects.
When listening to “settle,
repose,” I did not find myself thinking about the source of sound, nor
about how a certain oboe phrase
meshed with a certain electronic
texture, nor anything of the sort.
I was hypnotized by how all the
sounds work together; they pull
from several sources, but in the
same context, they all come from
Cloth. This aspect can also remove
the preconceived notions of certain instruments, nature sounds,
ambient music and more. The
album separates itself from the
sonic world in which we live, as
well as improvised music that can
be intimidating to many. It is a
unique world, created by Cloth for
us to venture in, and we should be
thankful.
While the album is mainly
serene and positively beautiful,
it still manages to deal with a
wide range of emotions and feelings -- most notably, diving into
something darker during “fear is
complication is fear.” The characteristic calmness and composure

are still there, but there is tension as well. What this track really
achieves is a sense of negativity
through a prolonged mood rather
than short bursts of intensity, high
volume, or other common ways of
portraying similar feelings. It is as
much introspective as it is dark.
The way the duo leaves this
sad feeling is just as elegant as
the song itself. It is clear that a lot
of thought went into the transitions between songs, strengthening the album even more. There
is a natural progression, but not
a clear story, allowing us listeners
to follow loosely, but effectively
set our own thoughts to the backdrop. Something very real is guiding Koth and Clewett through this
album, but the way in which it
remains ambiguous -- by removing barriers between sounds,
genres, everything -- makes it all
the more transcendental.
The last few minutes of the
album are the most perplexing
and alluring in a way the album
has not been until this point. With
powerful endings of lengthy nearsilence in the penultimate and title
track, more near-silent or completely silent ambience could be
a justified prediction for the closing track, but instead it is something quite different. “[A]bschied,”
“farewell” in German, is the
most unaffected and untouched
field recording in all of “settle,
repose,” simply saying goodbye
to the listener and the world with
a small, upbeat ensemble, presumably playing in a park setting.
It is unexpected, yet fitting, and
invokes bittersweet thoughts that
will most likely leave you with
a slight smile on your face. And
that is a more than a fine ending
for me.
“settle, repose” marks the
seventh release from Koth’s label,
This Is Not Social Media, an independent means of producing and
distributing his collaborations
and other music that reflects his
values. With a strong emphasis on
bridging the gaps between acoustic and electronic, improvised and
composed, and distinct yet accessible, all of its releases have a tranquil, otherworldly feeling to them
that one can immerse oneself in.
Purchase Cloth’s “settle,
repose” at <clothmusic.bandcamp.
com/album/settle-repose>, and
check out other releases from This
Is Not Social Media at < thisisnotsocialmedia.bandcamp.com>.

“ORIcursion”
Original Origami
by Robert J. Lang
at The Trout Museum of Art

Giant origami sculpture on the top of The Trout Museum of Art.

Origami mountain goat sculpture by Robert J. Lang.

Original origami insect sculptures by Robert J. Lang.

Photos by Hikari Mine
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Book Review
“Mr. Penumbra’s
24-Hour
Bookstore”
Tali Berkowitz

For The Lawrentian

__________________________________

For book lovers, book
stores are a little piece of heaven to be enjoyed with childlike wonder. In “Mr. Penumbra’s
24-Hour Bookstore” by Robin
Sloan, the namesake store
seems like it would be just that
sort of establishment—but it
turns out to be in a category
all its own. It is a little hole-inthe-wall in San Francisco and
is much more than it seems,
as down-and-out web designer
and recent hire Clay Jannon
figures out when he comes to
the technology-free store for
his first of many night shifts.
Despite the “indie-millennial”
appeal, there are only a few
customers, and they never seem
to buy anything. They check
out absurdly obscure books,
containing only grids of numbers, from the impractically tall
shelves in the back of the store.
From the start, both Clay
and the reader can tell there
is something hinky about the
store and its owner. As Clay
begins to investigate, he realizes that the elaborate, longstanding arrangement of these
odd customers with the enigmatic owner, Mr. Penumbra, is
all a part of a secret society.
Following a long path of too
many too-convenient coincidences, Clay and his ragtag
band of high-tech friends find
themselves on the trail of what
might possibly be the most
peculiar transcontinental book
club ever.
With witty dialogue and
hilarious stream-of-consciousness writing, the book is incredibly endearing and fun to read.
It doesn’t take itself too seriously, which keeps the novel light-

hearted while also confronting
the very real and serious issue
of an increasingly technological
society. The metaphor is a bit
over-the-top at times, having a
web designer work in a store
that does not even have a computer; however, the book being
otherwise such a wonderful
read, this feels inconsequential.
There is comical snobbery on
each side of the argument. Also
important to note—yet easy to
miss—are the characters who
blend both new and old. For
example, Clay’s friend Mat is
an uber-successful special
effect recorder who uses wood
boards and broken light bulbs
to get the job done.
The exaggerated and convoluted way in which Sloan
expresses his ideas only enhances the novel. He pulls off this
style in such a way that it does
not become a distraction, but
instead becomes another thing
to love about the quirky, dusty
bookstore. Sloan is able to make
the bookstore become a real
place in the reader’s mind—a
place that bibliophiles such as
myself can only dream of.
With an ending and epilogue that ties everything off
with a nice bow, the ultimate
conclusion is that our modern amenities and the written
word—or anything old fashioned—do not have to be at
odds. They can complement
and enhance each other.
Tech enthusiasts, bibliophiles and anyone in-between
can find something to love in
this bighearted novel from
Robin Sloan, as it is about all the
many different ways, new and
old, that people communicate
with each other.

Urness and Van De Loo
team up to deliver incredible
performance
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

________________________

On Sunday, Sept. 24,
Associate Professor of Music and
bassist Mark Urness collaborated
with Instructor of Music and pianist Mary Van De Loo to perform
a recital. Harper Hall was nearly
packed with eager attendees and
printed programs ran out before
the concert began. Once Urness
and Van De Loo took the stage, they
began the first piece, “Excursion”
by Ellen Taaffe Zwilich. The piece
began with a calm and soothing
bass melody that required Urness
to maneuver carefully, with his
thumb high up on the bass fingerboard. This melody transitioned
into some difficult runs, which
Urness played with finesse. His
presence onstage was completely
natural; his strokes on the bass
seemed organic and fluid even
when they were fast, and Van De
Loo’s accompaniment provided
the support needed for such careful music-making.
After the first piece concluded, Urness told the audience that
“Excursion” was a recent composition from June of this year, and that
he had purchased it at a convention. He also introduced the second piece, Henry Eccles’s “Sonata
No. 11,” by informing the audience
that it was originally written for

violin and continuo in Baroque
style. Urness expressed his wish
to recreate the Baroque texture in
his playing, which I believe he did
masterfully. Through leaps and
bounds, with poised articulation,
Urness executed the sonata with
great feeling and technical prowess while Van De Loo played the
accompaniment delightfully.
Next on the program was the
famous “Kol Nidrei” by Max Bruch,
a piece common in the cello repertoire. Urness invited a speaker
from a local Unitarian Universalist
congregation up to the stage to
comment on the piece. The speaker said that “Kol Nidrei,” valued in
Jewish tradition, is usually played
before Yom Kippur and is supposed to stand for all vows by
providing a preemptive absolution from future broken promises.
Urness played the beautiful piece
with solemnity and fervor, allowing the weight of the piece’s significance to sink in.
Urness closed the concert
with a piece that he had composed
this summer, titled “Frontiers:
Immigration Meditations.” In four
movements, the work means to
both describe how our country
has failed to realize the vision
put forth by the Declaration of
Independence and express a hope
that we can learn to break down
our barriers and discover commonalities with other human
beings—particularly immigrants.

The first movement, “Walls,” set
out to articulate these thoughts;
the second movement, “Sanctuary,”
signified the basic human right
that everyone should have a place
to call home. Urness sang text
from “A Prayer for Immigrants” by
Reverend Jessica Vasquez Torres
in unison with his bass playing in
the third movement of his piece,
titled “Justice.” The latter movement was certainly a highlight
of the piece and of the concert
overall; Urness’s vocals blended
seamlessly with the tonality of his
bass, creating a smooth and somber texture that evoked reflection.
The final movement of Urness’s
piece, “Inalienable,” brought the
focus back to the first line of the
Declaration of Independence and
its meaning, bringing the captivating and meaningful work to its
close.
Urness and Van De Loo’s performance was met with enthusiastic applause from the audience, who gave them a standing
ovation. Their collaboration created an excellent concert that will
likely stay with many for some
time—and not just because of the
fine musical example they set;
Urness’s composition exposed
issues that are relevant to today’s
world. Hopefully, we can learn
to embrace the hope that Urness
described and work towards creating a better future.

Sydia Reyes gives inspiring
lecture to Spanish students
Bridget Bartal
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Tuesday, Sept. 19, artist
Sydia Reyes gave a lecture titled
“Art as Urban Transcendence.”
Reyes is a distinguished artist and
sculptor from Caracas, Venezuela.
Her works focus on political, ecological and societal complications
that leave an impact on all viewers, but are especially relevant
to urban life around the world.
Located in the Wriston Art Center
Auditorium, Reyes’s lecture provided the audience with background information about her art
career, which spanned the years
1991 to 2015.
Hearing Reyes lecture on the
inspirations behind her sculptures
was highly informative and inspiring. Reyes spoke in Spanish, while
Professor of Spanish Gustavo
Fares translated for her. The lecture criticized many disturbing
aspects of contemporary society.

Several of her works involve the
idea of urban decay and the disrepair of public spaces in her hometown. Through her work, Reyes
confronts and questions what
is considered acceptable in our
world today.
Reyes incorporates sound
and video into her sculptures
quite effectively. In a series of
sculptures concerning the state of
homeless children in Venezuela,
Reyes included hidden speakers in
her work that continually played
the cries of helpless children. By
incorporating this sonic element
into her work, Reyes reaches out
to her audience through their
emotions.
Her most prominent and
ongoing series of projects is
titled “Boceto para un Bosque,”
or “Sketch of a Forest.” These are
large outdoor sculptures that are
displayed in several places all
around the world. This ecologicalthemed project fights excessive
deforestation; her use of negative

Mark Urness on bass and Mary Van De Loo on piano in Harper Hall.
Photo by Taylor Blackson

space in these sculptures is especially impactful.
Finally, Reyes discussed one
of her most recent projects. This
project, “Ribbon of Humanity,”
raises awareness about a multitude of health issues. The sculpture depicts a large ribbon, and
while the project has a generally
simple look, its construction took
six months. Surrounded by lighting, the sculpture is illuminated
with a different color each month,
the color being determined by the
particular month’s theme regarding health awareness. Hearing
Reyes describe this project, it was
easy to see how passionate she
is about the issues she tackles in
her art.

Reyes is an inspiration to artists, activists, ecologists and anyone who is invested in the wellbeing of the Earth. Each of her pieces
is powerful in its own right, and
her messages cover a wide range
of very important themes. Reyes
has a few sculptures throughout Wisconsin, and her visit to
Lawrence has impacted me to go
view her other projects and experience them for myself.
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STAFF EDITORIAL:
The Oxford Comma
Since the beginning of Spring Term of last year, the Lawrentian Editorial Board has been trying to write a staff editorial to express
our dissatisfaction with the current AP Style practice of omitting the Oxford Comma from articles. Despite being brought up at every
staff meeting, the Oxford Comma staff editorial didn’t win a majority vote from our board until recently. So here it finally is, the 2017-18
Lawrentian Editorial Board’s official stance on the Oxford Comma. Spoiler alert: we love the Oxford Comma.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider
them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the
Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

LifeChanging
Products

Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Today I am writing this article
so that I may share with you the
glories of two particular products
I have come to love and rely on.
I have no monetary ties to these
companies, no lobbyists knocking
at my door, nor am I trapped in
a pyramid scheme. Instead, my
friends, I have undying devotion
and respect for these goods. They
have elevated my quality of life
and treated me well for years, so
now I believe it is my time to pass
on this wisdom to all of you.
The first thing I want to share
is a type of hair tie that has served
me beautifully for years now. Do
you remember the plastic spiral-y,
coiled key-chain that used to be
super popular in the 2000s? I have
very vivid memories of stealing
my mom’s and inevitably getting
in lots of trouble. Imagine my surprise walking into a health food
store at the tender age of 14 or 15
and seeing these same keychains
being sold as hair ties. Curious, I
bought one. My life has never been
the same since. Now, it should
be noted that I have pretty thick,
curly-ish hair. However, as I have
forced this product on my friends
over the years, I have witnessed
that it works in just about every
hair type. What makes this hair
tie so great, you might ask? It
never slips out, it does not break,
it stretches out only very minimally, and it does not get tangled
in your hair. Also, it does not leave
those weird bumps or kinks that
you get when you have your ponytail in too long. Great, right? If you
are convinced, or at the very least
intrigued, you can search for “spiral keychain” or “coiled keychain”
on Amazon. They are pretty cheap
and come in about every color you
could imagine. In short: give these
suckers a try. You might even get
some extra keyrings out of it.
The next product I am here to
promote is but a humble toothpaste. Yes, a toothpaste. Nothing
fancy, nothing out there, simply a brand that I have come to
know and love. A little context
here, I absolutely love both Wint
O Green Lifesavers and wintergreen Altoids. I have no idea why,
but I do. In fifth grade, my science teacher thought it would be
a good idea to have all of the students do a blind taste test of about

See page 11

Give Back The Gold: Răducan’s Olympic Controversy

Simone Levy

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The year 2000—many things
awaited us in that lofty year, but
one of the most memorable events
was the Summer Olympics held
in Sydney, Australia. You may
remember some controversies
during this Olympics, most notably in the gymnastics competition.
From allegations against Chinese
gymnast Dong Fangxiao of falsifying her age, to the vault table
being set five centimeters below
the normal height, causing multiple medal worthy contenders to
stumble, the competition was rife
with scandal. However, the most
outrageous moment was when
the 2000 women’s all-around

gymnastics champion, Andreea
Răducan of Romania, was stripped
of her gold medal for testing positive for a banned substance.
The Romanian women’s team
has dominated the sport of gymnastics ever since the legendary
Nadia Comăneci made it onto the
scene and earned the first ever
perfect ten in the sport. There
was no surprise when Romanian
gymnasts dominated the podium
in Sydney, taking first, second
and third in the individual allaround, as well as gold in the
team competition. Yet just a
few days later, news broke that
Andreea Răducan, the Romanian
gold-medalist, tested positive
for a banned substance found in
cold medicine: pseudoephedrine.

The cold medicine was given to
her and another teammate, silver medalist Simona Amânar, by
a doctor for the Romanian team.
However, Amânar did not test positive for this substance. Simona
Amânar, a specialist on vault and
floor, had more body mass than
the 82-pound Răducan, which is
thought to be why her tests were
clean. Because this cold medicine was given to both girls by
a Romanian team doctor, it does
not seem fair to blame Răducan
and take away her well-deserved
medal.
After Răducan’s medal was
taken away, second place finisher Simona Amânar and third
place finisher Maria Olaru were
awarded gold and silver medals

respectively. Out of solidarity for
their teammate, both Amânar and
Olaru initially declined their new
medals. They eventually conceded, but only so the medals would
be brought back to the Romanian
Olympic Committee. Amânar even
said that the gold medal belonged
to Răducan and not her. Even prior
fourth place finisher Liu Xuan of
China declined her new bronze
medal in an expression of support
for Răducan.
The Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS) tried the case after the
games. The committee exonerated
Răducan of any personal wrongdoing and did not subject her to
any disciplinary action. However,
her medal was not reinstated. This
is due to the CAS’s “zero-toler-

ance code” in drug cases, a code
which seems unreasonably harsh
in the case of Andreea Răducan.
Adding even more salt to the
wound, the substance Răducan
tested positive for is no longer
on the International Gymnastics
Federation’s (FIG) banned substances list.
Despite major outcry from
the sports community and gymnastics fans, Răducan still has not
been re-awarded the medal. This
blatant display of disrespect for
an athlete’s fortitude and prowess is unacceptable. It is absurd
to believe it was a 16-year-old’s
intent to disrupt law and order
to win the gold medal. Though

See page 11
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“Lynch on Lynch”: Intimacy and Ambiguity
Ali Shuger

Arts & Entertainment Editor
_________________________

“Lynch on Lynch,” a 322-page
set of interviews conducted from
1993 through 2002 between Chris
Rodley and director David Lynch,
offers perhaps a more intimate,
thorough view of Lynch than is
provided by any other book, film,
article, or even by observation of
the man himself. In her review of
the book, Martha P. Nochimson
explains that Lynch’s “familiar
composite of hair, mannerisms,
and voice is a mask-like caricature [...] it is very much a creation
(engineered by the man himself
with the perhaps unwitting collaboration of the press.)” I agree;
David Lynch is an icon and, thus,
a view which typecasts him as
the man who makes “disturbing” films has been constructed
by the public. The popular term
“Lynchian” was coined to more
directly refer to Lynch’s aesthetic;
famed essayist and novelist David
Foster Wallace proposes, in his
1996 article “David Lynch Keeps
His Head,” that the term “refers to
a particular kind of irony where
the very macabre and the very
mundane combine in such a way
as to reveal the former’s perpetual
containment within the latter.” Yet
Wallace observed Lynch (admittedly from afar) during the filming
of “Lost Highway,” and came out
of the experience having “no idea”
“what David Lynch is really like.”
The only image of Lynch we get
comes from his films-- but even
that image is not without obscurity; when Lynch strays from
the aesthetic associated with his
movies, audiences are shocked-angered, even (e.g., “Dune”).
Lynch speaks, in the book,
of wanting to be free from the
predefinition of himself, but also
realizes the impossibility of this
notion: “Once you get known for
one thing, it’s really hard to jumpstart the other thing and be taken
seriously for it [...] Once a name
starts getting certain meanings

Life-Changing

attached to it, it can be good, or
it can be, you know, really bad
[...] It’s impossible. The first thing
they do is compare.” “Lynch on
Lynch” provides a refreshing take
on the famed filmmaker: his own.
Rodley allows Lynch to speak
openly; he minimizes himself to
the point where it feels barely like
an interview-- more like a casual
talk. Rodley’s questions logically
flow with the conversation, urging Lynch to explain his ideas further while not being overly pushy.
This leaves Lynch free to take the
conversation wherever he wants,
while Rodley follows his lead-- not
vice versa.
Lynch, true to his nature,
takes the conversation in some
interesting directions. Frequently
discussed is the haphazard way
in which all of his works come
together, and the manner in which
Lynch discusses these methods is
as curiously vague as the methods
themselves. Even his most basic
ideas for films, paintings, and
other pieces seem to randomly
appear to him; during a conversation about his early film “The
Grandmother,” he proposes a theory that “explains” this phenomenon: “Somewhere there’s all the
ideas, and they’re sitting there and
once in awhile one will bob up and
the idea is made known suddenly.
Something is seen and known and
felt all at once, and along with it
comes a burst of enthusiasm and
you fall in love with it.” These
“ideas” are fragments-- simple
images, sounds, and concepts-building blocks. The final product-- fully-formed plot, developed
filming techniques, etc.-- only
comes with time. The “go with the
flow” mentality which prevails in
Lynch’s filmmaking emerges most
prominently in his account of the
process by which “Blue Velvet”
came about: “I started getting
these ideas for it in 1973, but they
were just fragments of interesting things. Some fell away, others
stayed and began to join up [...]
when they came, it was obvious,
but they weren’t there for a while.”

This is the idea which comes
through perhaps most strongly in
“Lynch on Lynch”: the director’s
strange and somewhat contradictory lack of a want for control.
Everything is created based off
of feeling, and nothing is explicitly “wrong” or “right”-- it simply
either fits or does not.
Lynch never explains how
all of his pieces magically come
together. Due to this, the interview, at times, feels unfinished.
He never analyzes his visions-only describes them. He never
tells you his secrets-- only alludes
to them. Perhaps Lynch himself
doesn’t realize what they are; this,
of course, is only speculation-but some speculation seems to be
necessary as one reads this book.
Not everything is spelled out, and,
to some extent, it seems we are
supposed to believe that all of his
dreamlike fragments fall together
randomly, perfectly, creating a
work that may not always be critically acclaimed or overly popular,
but is invariably, singularly Lynch.
Lynch’s unique, impressionistic way of filmmaking, as well
as the resulting films, reflect his
personality: difficult-- sometimes apparently impossible-- to
explain, yet understandable on
an emotional level. What makes
“Lynch on Lynch” so compelling
is its difference from a straightforward biography; Lynch takes
us directly into his mind-- his process, his thoughts, his dreams-allowing us to hear it straight
from the source. Rodley never
takes the spotlight off of Lynch,
whose unconventional metaphors
and abstract descriptions highlight the methods and madness
he describes. The book is imbued
with such intimacy that, upon finishing the last page, the reader
feels gifted with as deep an understanding of Lynch as the director
has of himself-- which is, admittedly, sometimes slightly hazy, yet
in the end is thorough and interesting enough to be satisfying.

continued from page 10

30 different toothpastes and try
to match the brands and the flavors. It was pretty much a disaster—our classroom smelled like
toothpaste for the next week—but
I was enlightened that day. That
was the day I found Pepsodent.
Created in 1915, this toothpaste
can be found on the bottom shelf,
somewhere relatively hidden
and tucked away, at almost any
Walgreens, Woodman’s and the
like. It is a modest, unassuming
brand, but it gets the job done and
good golly it is a refreshing flavor.
If you are interested, the Original
Flavor is the one to look for.
I urge you all to give these two
products a try. If you have shorter
hair, go for the toothpaste. If you
don’t brush your teeth, look up
those keychains on Amazon and
test them out. If you do, share
your experience with me. Hugs
and tears of gratitude will be
accepted.

920-749-1111
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com
600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton

Bathroom Humor
Mara Kissinger
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

What is so funny about bathroom humor? Why do we as a
culture like poop/pee/fart jokes
so much? These are questions that
I have had for quite a while now.
I am sorry if you thought this
was going to be one long list of
jokes. I cannot guarantee laughs,
but hopefully you will gain a little
bit of understanding after reading
this article.
I have Irritable Bowel
Syndrome, otherwise known as
IBS. For those of you who are not
familiar, I like to explain it this
way: my intestines are twisted up
into the shape of a middle finger.
IBS comes in two forms: type C
and type D. Cue the chuckles for
those of you who have figured it
out. For those who have not, I will
not explain, because it would be
TMI way too fast. Look it up.
For people who live with this
condition like me, our “movements” become a source of sometimes constant stress, which can
negatively impact symptoms. For
many, it can mean living in constant fear of incredible embarrassment if their bowels suddenly
decide to act like the demons that
they are. The worst part is not
actually the clean up, because the
solution is to always just chuck
the pair of underwear. It is the
shame of being an adult who sh*ts
their pants like a kindergartner.
God forbid you are with people
who can smell it, because then
you will probably never hear the
last of it. Fortunately, I cannot
speak from experience on that.
When I see a person on screen
sprint for a bathroom, I just cringe
because it is not that funny to me
anymore. Yeah, everyone experiences bowel distress, but people
like me with IBS contend with
it all throughout our lives. Sure
you learn to manage it with diet
and exercise, but it is not always
so simple.
One of my aunts has Crohn’s
disease, a nasty disease that
causes symptoms much worse
than IBS. Bleeding, fever and terrible diarrhea are just a few of
these symptoms. My aunt was
one of the two-thirds to threefourths of people with Crohn’s
who had to get a portion of intestines removed. Fun, right? That
worked for her, and she is doing
much better, but some people are
not as lucky and have to forgo
their rectum entirely. They get
an ileostomy, a procedure that

Răducan

continued from page 10
Răducan was ultimately exonerated by the CAS, the FIG still perpetuates humiliation and disrespect
onto Răducan every day by not
restoring her title. The FIG even
unanimously decided not to punish Răducan, and stated that losing her medal “was punishment
enough for an athlete who was
innocent in this situation.” It does
not make sense for Răducan to be
punished at all because not only
did she not do anything wrong,
she was not found guilty by any

requires the person to get a hole
through which to remove waste
to be collected in a small bag. For
those people, shame goes beyond
just an embarrassing rush to the
bathroom, as their bags are often
treated with disgust and highly
stigmatized, even though 1.4 million Americans live with the disease and a significant portion live
with a bag.
In my own experience, I
observed poop to be either
funny when someone was suffering from diarrhea in a movie,
or never to be talked about in
polite conversation. This meant
I was too ashamed to mention if
my problems had worsened. At
my worst, I was downing endless
glasses of water a day and two
times the highest dose of Miralax
that was recommended with no
changes. It took me a while to
even tell my mom that things were
not going well with my intestines,
mostly because I felt like it was
something that I needed to hide.
IBS can get uncomfortable really
quickly, so hiding symptoms is
really bad. If you have Crohn’s, it
is ten times worse to not speak up.
You might be thinking this is
all TMI, but we spend so little
time discussing what is normal
for a body and what is not that
sometimes too much information
is the only way to actually start
up a conversation. Most people
are probably not familiar with an
ileostomy or with the fact that
some people really need it to live
life to the fullest. If you don’t know
that or encounter these waste collection bags, you might pull away
in disgust from a fellow human
being who has done nothing
wrong except to be born with a
medical condition. It is not fair
for them to deal with the stigma
and shame.
You do not have to love poop,
and I am not saying you have to
stop laughing at bathroom humor.
But we do have to do a better job
of being casual and kind about
things that we all do. We should
not have to go to an Adam Sandler
movie or an eight-year-old’s birthday party to see portrayals or to
talk about what is a normal function of our bodies. It should be
okay to discuss it and share feelings and frustrations. I am sure
your friendly neighborhood person with IBS would really appreciate someone to listen to their
concerns. I can promise that at
the end of the day, I don’t intend to
give you the play by play. It is just
nice to have the support.

governing body in gymnastics.
Răducan’s case remains
relevant today and will continue to remain relevant until the
gold medal has been rightfully
restored. When unfair cases such
as Andreea’s are swept under the
rug, it invalidates any faith in the
fundamental basis of competitive
gymnastics.
As we approach the World
Gymnastics Championships in
Montreal this October, fans of
gymnastics should care about
Răducan now more than ever and
demand justice. In the end, that is
what it is all about: respect for the
athlete and her unbelievable skill.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.

All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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What do you think about the Oxford comma?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.

“The Oxford comma, I literally love it
so much. It’s so important.”—Jesús
Maldonado Tervino

“I think there should be a comma
before the and in a list. I believe in
the Oxford comma.”—Alex Yao

“The Oxford comma is a super
important, interesting, and relevant
grammatical device.”—Matthew
Brown

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“I think you should use the Oxford
comma before the ‘and’.”—Kenya
Earl

THE

“I learned British English in school
and I use the Oxford comma
occasionally but not all the time.”—
Noah Vaquez

“While I use the Oxford comma, I
don’t really have a strong opinion
on it, and if I were told to stop using
it I probably wouldn’t mind.”—Mia
Francis
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